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Critical Issues Summary
Critical Issues Related to Parking and Traffic








Lack of parking capacity city-wide; need for expanded parking opportunities
Residential and business impacts
Coordination with city-wide parking planning and operations
Need to reduce traffic congestion and improve circulation on Ruxton Avenue and the surrounding
area
Pedestrian safety
Enforcement
Unrestricted access for emergency responders

Critical Issues Related to Trails and Trailheads












Incline erosion, drainage, and sediment control
Integration, coordination, and connectivity of trails/trailheads in the area
Trail connection to Barr Trail
Safety
Congestion
Maintenance standards
Incline access point(s)
Impact on Barr Trail users
Character of the Incline
Environmental impact
Need for “passive” areas

Critical Issues Related to Management and Operations














Funding
Implementation
Capacity Control
Marketing
Managing/operating entity
Liability
Information/interpretation
Education, etiquette for trail users
Cleanliness/sanitation/user impacts
Enforcement
Access
Emergency Response
Signage
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Manitou Incline

October 21, 2010 Public Workshop
Small Group Responses

Stage A

(Note: Spaces between responses indicate each separate group’s responses)

Question

Group particularly
likes

Response
-

Improve safety (#5 Incline Corridor Improvements)
Revenue (#8). Believe users should be supporting

-

Social trail connection at top to Barr Trail
Cog parking/trailhead
Stage A residential parking lower
Friends group
Bike rack

-

Restroom
Bike rack
Emergency response
Capability; doing best to come up with answers for all users: topo, population, users,
owners
Like the “form” of the place
Fixing top and bottom connecting trails

-

Rules of use basic guidelines
Trailhead moved

-

Friends group
New trailhead location
New trails
No dogs
Use at own risk

-

One trailhead at base
Friends group inclusion

-

Maintenance
Bike racks

-

New way-finding
New downhill trail
Corridor improvements
The NEPA process is being implemented in the beginning
Establishing friends group

-
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Question

Response

-

Feel strongly (re. rules of use) like to see extended hours. Many of our group believe 24/7 use
would be good
Dawn/dusk (Barr Trail) just to convenience governing body, when not that many use outside
daylight. Maybe more would use pre-dawn and alleviate parking pressure
Pet restriction—Trail pet station (bag/ pack out disposal)
Gate location
No real plan for parking lots at top. Where will replacement come from?

-

Incline users disadvantaged?
Dawn-to-dusk limitation is a problem—bad idea. Can’t be enforced, too limiting
Dog discrimination; put dog poop in bags in adjacent yards (?)
Eliminating 1/3 and 2/3 connections not good
Need striping on Ruxton top to bottom
Concern with Ute Indian Trail being routed into Barr Trail lot

-

Parking plan??? Insufficient, need shuttle
This was not an “asset” before, why now?
Where is the Chamber of Commerce in this? Big picture, where is the overall leadership of the
town?
Dawn access, pre[-dawn] needed
Mixed on top social trail at top—need a fast way down

-

-

Has major concerns
about
-

-

Parking warning signs so there is no “circling” at Hydro and Ruxton. What if Barr Trail is full?
Maybe move gate to Iron Springs
CSU needs access to pipeline
Dawn-to-dusk: re-visit
Removal of 100 parking spaces. Must relocate properly. Jenkins property doesn’t alleviate
Ruxton parking. Need public campaign to educate on parking options
Get feedback after each stage

-

Parking reduction does not address the many time-constrained users
Allow pets
Dawn-to-dusk is unacceptable
Cog parking 7-9 a.m. not high use
Manage Ft. Carson use—one truck for each soldier not right

-

Funding—sources seem vague and somewhat unsecured. Parking costs unclear. Both impact
timeline of other projects/improvements. Concerned about timeline for implementation
No pets rule—more trash cans can be helpful and enforce leash law (per city ordinance). If
you’re following park policies, use the same one for this
Lack of parking—safety and lack of use
Dusk-to-dawn limitation is confusing, especially with Barr Trail next door; with parking
limitations, could have safety issue

-

-
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Don’t like dawn-to-dusk limit; people should be able to do it. This is not enforceable. Arbitrary
restriction
Include the existing road linking top of Incline to Barr Trail in the NEPA process to allow use
and signage
Parking still a problem; loss of parking when it’s already short
Need “lot full” indicator down low, especially below Cog lots. Credit card system allows count
of cars in lot and when cars exit
Money from parking and user fees needs to cover Incline administrative costs and then [go] to
Incline
No connector trail from Barr lot to base of Incline. Barr lot should be for Barr Trail
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Question

Not needed; what
should happen

Response
-

No. Comprehensive, analyzed issues

-

Looks good as is

-

#6 [trail connectivity]; it should just go away or be whittled down

-

Trail connectivity; you need to focus on revenue and parking

-

The Jenkins parking; move to Stage A

-

Dawn-to-dusk; it should just go away

-

Long-term with 15 minutes load/unload site
Please note: the majority of our group’s concerns were addressed in Stage A

-

[Would like to forward] everything

-

Concerned about construction closure: how will it be closed and how can it be
enforced? (theoretically it’s closed now)
Advertising needs to be tactful. Sponsors on trash cans, restrooms, etc. seem good

-

Anything else?

-

Make a solid financial plan including user and parking fees, bonds for initial capital
repaid with fees

-

Don’t restrict Barr lot to Barr users until alternate parking implemented
Season passes (monthly, weekly, multi-use)
Sponsor ties

-

Secure funding before moving forward on anything
Consider an annual parking pass for friends group
Secure community funding support (e.g. kick-back on t-shirt sales)
Focus on what is broken, not what isn’t
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Stage B
Question

Group particularly
likes

Has major concerns
about

Not needed; what
should happen

Anything else?
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Response
-

Continued improvements

-

Connections from other trails really good

-

Regional trailhead
Parking fees along entire corridor
Regional trailhead should be free parking
Modify as needed; need to do this forever

-

Advisory Board—appropriate size and input
Modify rules of use as needed

-

Continued trail improvements

-

Too many improvements: current missing ties, etc. keep it from getting boring

-

Jenkins lot a concern; doesn’t solve traffic problem at lower Ruxton
Consider shuttle in Stage B

-

Fee-based services exclude lower-income users

-

Trail etiquette, educational, etc. signage should all be at base; only directional
signage along Incline, except at “bail” point

-

Signage does not work

-

Keep downhill

-

-

No clear timeline for implementation
Restricted parking/fees (Don’t know when Jenkins would be implemented?)

-

More signage; it should just go away

-

Jenkins property lot; it should be moved to Stage C or just go away maybe (get
easement from Jenkins, Midland right-of-way and use Walton)

-

B should be moved to C

-

Regional Manitou trail system trailhead; it should be moved to a later stage (fix the
Incline first, unless a large grant is secured)

-

Move the regional Manitou trail
Seasonality
Another study after one year to evaluate moving forward
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Stage C
Question

Group particularly
likes

Has major concerns
about

Not needed; what
should happen

Anything else?

Response
-

Continued improvement to Incline

-

Transit station and shuttle
Historic interpretation

-

User fees
Group fees

-

Transit station (although a much bigger project)
Continued improvements

-

User fees!

-

User fees for Incline offensive. Get an annual pass. No individual fees, groups OK

-

Fee-based services exclude lower-income users

-

Don’t like removing parking, especially at regional trailhead

-

Fees for use: may lose governmental immunity. Need to investigate this

-

-

Timeline unclear (lacking a timeline)
Individual user fee—implementation and impact on operating costs

-

User fees for individuals; should just go away

-

Transit/shuttle station; move to Stage A. The intention of this is that the shuttle
should be moved up to address parking and traffic.

-

Transit station; move to Stage A. Need to do it early before private sector takes
revenue. Revenue-sharing with private entity to get it in early

-

One of the fee events could be a "dog day"
Collect parking fees, not user fees

-

Look at alternative/larger parking plan for Manitou

-

Electric shuttles
Re-route Cog to Red Rock Open Space

-

Continue to assess/re-assess rules in an ongoing manner (with advisory board)
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Individual Comments Submitted
I attended the meeting last night but had to leave prior to small group and comments. Can you update the web site
and provide the new contact for Colorado Springs? Well organized and thorough.
I'm opposed to the dawn to dusk hours as referred to in the rules section.
I'm opposed to no pets in the rules section. If there are going to be trash bins then I recommend any pet owners are
required to take poop bags with them and dispose of the waste accordingly. A dispenser could be placed at the trail
head.
I'm opposed to the up only.
How will revenue sharing occur? I'm not a Manitou resident but there are impacts on roads, police, etc. as well as
parking. Will Manitou receive additional funding from parking, use or other fees?
Does the Special Use permit go with the management company, owners or? If one entity is issued the Special Use
and they depart, what happens to Special Use? Are there boundaries to be established for the Special Use?
The Task Force and Tapis Associates have done a very good job to date and I look forward to the information at the
January meeting.
Sincerely,
John Vohland
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Roy,
Manitou Springs is having a follow-up meeting tonight to discuss the future of the Incline.
One of the dependencies that has emerged is the need for a shuttle service to minimize traffic on Ruxton. Another
consideration that has been discussed is that many users of the Incline don't contribute to the
economy of Manitou Springs, just its costs, often because when they get done they're sweaty and not in good shape
to wander around town.
But perhaps the shuttle enables a solution to the latter problem: what do you think about the swimming pool
providing showers to the general public, visiting athletes in particular? I assume that this happens today, but given
that we're looking at a vast number of Incline users - does this pose a challenge or opportunity for you? Is this an
opportunity to add a larger shower? Another hot tub? Additional funding? Additional services?
Has the concept of serving health & fitness tourists like this already been folded into your strategy?
And is there a high cost to support it? I'm assuming that today to use the shower a user must buy a ticket, perhaps if
we had enough of these users - could this be cheaper?
Thanks for your time & consideration,
Ken Farmer
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Every study about the Incline mentions a shuttle as a possible solution to the parking problem.
It's time to recognize it won't work and not spend time on it. That may require someone studying the costs to show
it's impractical. Manitou discontinued its shuttle when the grant expired because the estimated seasonal operating
cost exceeded $300,000. The cost of the shuttle for a recent function in Manitou was several hundred dollars for a
partial day. Cost is a function of time, not distance travelled and a shuttle running dawn to dusk would operate as
much as 15 hours/day in summer, as few as 9 hours in winter.
You need someplace to shuttle from. I doubt Manitou would give up any of its existing parking spaces. Three sites in
Manitou large enough to provide the spaces needed are currently on the market for $1,400,000 or more and would
require substantial additional costs to get them in shape.
The closest thing to a shuttle might be running the city (COS) buses up Ruxton but that would be a hard sell. They are
already considering discontinuing service on Canon Avenue because of the congestion.
J.F.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for considering banning pets from the Incline. I would love to go back there, however, last time I spent
most of my visit dodging unleashed dogs. This current fad to bring your dogs along everywhere is getting
ridiculous!! Specifically, to drag them along on the Incline hike presents a danger to other climbers. Someone needs
to finally put a halt to this selfish behavior....it isn't cute and I am sure Fluffy would rather stay home, anyway.
Keep up the good work.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mr. Snyder:
Please don't limit the Incline to not allow pets or access after dark! Every time I do the Incline, it is before work,
when it is often still dark, and I take one of my dogs with me. Colorado Springs is such a dog-friendly place, please
don't change that!
Respectfully,
K.M.

______________________________________________________________________________________
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Sample Incline User Interview Survey
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The sample survey above was distilled from this Perkiomen Trail Survey
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Landowner Agreement - Lists of Issues

not intended to be all inclusive list for agreements - simply a record of items discussed
A.

US Forest Service
1. USFS Special Use Permit
a) USFS position paper Special Use Permit procedure- refer to end of this Appendix
b) Formal operation of the existing Incline and new connecting trails on Forest Service land will
likely occur under a Special Use Permit. Approval of the Permit will require an
environmental analysis under NEPA, most likely in the form of an Environmental Assessment
(EA). The purpose of the EA is to disclose the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the
Incline operation and Permit on natural and community resources. The NEPA process may
dovetail with the public outreach conducted as part of this plan, or may require its own
public process.
c) Due to the potential existence of the Mexican spotted owl (a federally-listed Threatened
species) in the project area, any new disturbances or activities will likely require consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Depending
on the nature of the impacts, the existence or quality of owl habitat in the project area, and
other factors, the process for ESA clearances can vary widely from a project clearance based
on a habitat evaluation, to a more extensive process involving multiple years of owl surveys.
2. USFS Operational Plan
a) Process for design, review and construction of Incline safety improvements
b) New Trail on north side of Incline to ease Barr Trail - annually review and pursue official trail
designation as appropriate (timing and use patterns) to provide eligibility for funding
c) Safety Review protocol
d) Reporting to USFS
e) Liability
f) Donation and User fee collection
g) Clarification of cross-jurisdictional rule enforcement

B.

Manitou and Pike's Peak Railway Company Access Agreement
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Process for design, review and construction of Incline safety improvements
Liability
Donation and User fee collection
Clarification of cross-jurisdictional rule enforcement

Colorado Springs Utilities Access Agreement
1. Process for design, review and construction of Incline safety improvements
2. Liability
3. Donation and User fee collection
4. Clarification of cross-jurisdictional rule enforcement
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Special Use Permit Information
The Manitou Incline – Informal not Decisional

Complied by the US Forest Service

Proponent and Permit Holder- City of Colorado Springs, Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services.
Applicant will need to provide documentation for one officially designated representative to sign and
accept responsibility.
Permit Application process. Submit proposal/application using SF-299 or other format and submit along
with supplemental information to Pikes Peak District Ranger (PPRD), Brent Botts.
http://www.fs.fed.us/specialuses/
Within 60 calendar days the Forest Service completes review and screening of the proposal and advises
the applicant if the proposal is accepted, denied or if additional information is required.
Permit Boundary Area. This applies only to National Forest System Lands. The permit will have a
geographically definable area. This could consist of approximately 10 feet from the edge of each railroad
tie following the impact corridor of the Incline and include any related drainage structures. A definable
landing area and platform at the top and the existing connector trail to Barr Trail. Any new trail can be
added at a later date if use and conditions warrant.
Cost Recovery Fees for Processing and or Monitoring:
CFR251.58 (f) Waivers. All or part of a processing fee may be waived, at the sole discretion of the
authorized officer when one or more of the following criteria are met:
Qualify under criteria (i)The applicant is a local, State, or Federal government entity that does not or
would not charge processing fees for comparable services the applicant provides or would provide to the
Forest Services. Criteria (ii) The application is for a project intended to prevent or mitigate damage to real
property or mitigate damage to real property, or to mitigate hazards and to public health and safety.
The Applicant’s request for a full or partial waiver of processing fee must be in writing and must include
an analysis that demonstrates how one or more of the criteria applies. The PPRD would estimate cost
recovery process fee and disclose the estimate of cost to be waived. Documents, in part Forest Service inkind contributions.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The PPRD will tier to the public scoping and plan completed by
Tapis and Associates and their recommended actions. If no extraordinary circumstances related to the
proposed action(s) warrant further analysis;
• Federally listed T and E species or designated critical habitat;
• Flood plains, wetlands or municipal watershed;
• Congressionally designated areas such as wilderness, wilderness study areas;
• Inventories roadless area or potential wilderness area;
• Research natural areas;
• American Indians and Alaska Native religious or cultural sites; and
• Archaeological sites, or historic properties or areas.
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Proposal is a candidate under Categorical Exclusion under CFR220.6 (e) (1) Construction and
reconstruction of trails. In addition to a complete application package (formally accepted by the Forest
Service)
• Biological Assessment and Biological Evaluation( Plant and Wildlife)
• Cultural Resource Survey and concurrence of State Historic Preservation Officer
• Drainage and stormwater plan
Additional Analysis and Supplemental Documentation
• Engineering stability evaluation
• Operating Plan (including proposed fee structure)
• Reclamation plan
• Certificate of Self-Insurance / Risk Assessment
Public Scoping Period and responses to comments:
A Project file and decision memo is required. The Decision will also document and carry forward:
mitigation, best practices, and or additional design features required for project implementation.
Special Use Permit:
Recommendation may be for a temporary two year Special Use Permit. As conditions change, a longer
term permit can be issued. This short term Permit allows for the maximum flexibility and in no way
implies a lack of tenure or priority. There will be no Bonding Fee charged. The standard insurance clause
will apply and the permit holder shall name the United States as a co-insured and provide for specific
coverage of the holder’s contractually assumed obligation to indemnify the United States.
If a user fee is charged, the Permit will only allow the percentage of the fee designated to the USFS to be
invested back into the site on National Forest lands. The user fee would only apply to the public entering
from the private land. Any use entering the area from the National Forest is not subject to a fee. Any
advertising or promotional signing will not be allowed on the National Forest. We can add a provision for
permit holder to sublease to a third party to operate the site. With prior approval by the PPRD, we can
allow the permit holder to charge for special events or other commercial ventures.
In conjunction with the PPRD, the permit holder will provide a detailed Annual Operation Plan each
spring. The Plan at a minimum should include details for safety inspections, maintenance, construction,
user fee structures, grant proposals, and any changed condition from the previous year.
Authorities:
Federal Land Policy and Management Act
Granger-Thye Act
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Incline Design Recommendations
Incline Corridor Recommendations

Approximately one quarter (22%) of the Incline corridor will require significant modification and
improvements to provide a safe and sustainable facility to accommodate current and expected future
usage. Failure of the existing tread has been caused by erosion due to the existing steep grades, which
exceed 50% in the failure areas. Improvements to the corridor should include both
stabilization/reconstruction of the tread, and drainage/erosion prevention improvements to provide a
sustainable facility in the future. Our recommendations are based upon erosion protection and
reconstruction of approximately 1000 linear feet of tread between ties #1550 and #2150 with some
additional drainage and erosion features between ties #2150 and #2700 (the top).
Drainage / Erosion Protection
As mentioned previously, erosion is the primary cause of failure of the existing facility. Drainage and
erosion protection improvements will be required to prevent future deterioration of the corridor.
Unfortunately, there are no easy solutions for this. The preferred approach would be to redirect off-site
drainage away from the corridor and to disperse flows within the corridor by re-grading to provide grade
reversals and drainage dips and using low-impact means like water bars. However, due to the existing
topography, drainage patterns, and extreme grades, this is not possible throughout the corridor.
Specifically, in the areas between ties #1550 to #2150 and #2500 to 2650, drainage cannot be redirected
away from the corridor without more substantial measures. In these areas, gabion check dams should be
constructed to collect stormwater and redirect it from the Incline by pipe culverts. These should be
constructed at a spacing of approximately 40 feet. The design of the erosion prevention system should
allow for some flexibility in locating the gabions during construction to allow for adjustment based upon
site conditions (location of boulders, bedrock, etc). The gabions can be constructed from rock material
from the site where available. However, it does not appear as though there is sufficient material available
on the site to construct all the needed gabions.
Additional materials will likely be needed to be
imported. The existing steel culverts should be
replaced with smooth-walled rigid plastic pipe.
The pipe should be installed at a slope of 5% or
greater. This system will be similar to the existing
system. However, if properly constructed, it will
function much better. The proposed gabion check
dams will be more durable and aesthetically
pleasing than the existing combination of chain link
fence and timber fencing which is not likely to
contain much of the expected flow. The proposed
culverts should clog much less frequently, if at all.
Gabion check dams similar to this could be
used to replace the existing timber
The existing culverts have little if any slope to
promote passage of debris. The existing flexible
or chain link fence check dams.
piping contains low-points for debris to settle in
Manitou Incline Site Development and Management Plan
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and clog. Rigid smooth-walled pipe with sufficient grade will easily pass sediment and debris compared to
the existing system.
Outside of these most challenging areas, cobble-lined swales and timber water bars can be added to
reduce erosion at the tie edges to improve the sustainability in the less distressed areas (conditions 2-4).
These improvements could be done by volunteers with minimal capital cost.
General Construction Considerations
Design and construction of the tread will be difficult and costly. Due to the narrow corridor and extreme
grades (50% - 68%), access to the site is limited and challenging. As described above, erosion prevention
is a key part of the overall improvement, and cannot be achieved without significant construction. There
simply is no practical way to properly construct check dams and install pipe culverts without the use of
heavy equipment. Since the most significant construction operations requiring equipment are near the
top end of the Incline, access for construction equipment and materials will likely be from the top down.
Some improvements to the existing access road to the top may be required for delivery of materials and
equipment. Construction equipment can be tied off from the top and lowered down to the work area. It
should be expected that the unstable portions of the Incline (conditions 5-7) will be completely removed
to allow access by equipment. Rock and fill materials could be delivered by pipe from the top to the work
area. Due to debris fall concerns, it should be expected that this area be completely closed to the public
during construction.
Tread Reconstruction
Along with the drainage and erosion prevention improvements, the tread must be reconstructed for
approximately a quarter of its length to remove hazards and provide a firm and stable tread. To achieve
this, either fill material could be used to rebuild the base course and reset the ties (base reconstruction
option), or an independent staircase type structure could be built on foundations without rebuilding the
base course (structural option). The two options are described below, however note that the preferred
Base Reconstruction Option is reflected in the Stages Implementation and Capital, Operational and
Revenue Budget Estimates.
General Incline Tread Standards
• Tie tread width - 6' minimum
• Tie tread corridor - 8' wide, 10' height minimum
• All ties stable
• All ties parallel to each other and perpendicular to the fall line
• Drainage culverts fully buried with inlet and outfall points a minimum of 1.5' beyond the end of
the tie tread
1. Base Reconstruction Option - preferred option
The tread reconstruction option would consist of importing fill to rebuild the Incline base course to its
original grades, and resetting the ties. With this option, it is envisioned that the contractor would
access the site from the top, proceed from the top down to the bottom of the reconstruction area,
removing existing ties and improving access. Then proceed from the bottom of the reconstruction
area back to the top, building the gabions, installing new culverts, rebuilding the base, and reinstalling
ties. The new culvert piping to be installed could be connected together and used as a chute to
Appendix F - 2
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deliver materials to the work area. Rock material for construction of the gabions and fill material to
rebuild the base course could be delivered to the work area via the chute. As the reconstruction work
proceeds from the bottom, sections of the chute would be removed and installed as the cross culverts
at the gabion locations. Existing ties could be reset on the rebuilt base course. It should be assumed
that at least 25% of the ties would need to be replaced. Although delivery of the base material to the
work location will be difficult, the pipe/chute approach is viable. This option will more closely
maintain the original character of the Incline. The improved erosion prevention system compared to
the original Incline construction will provide a more sustainable and long-lasting facility compared to
the original. The estimated construction cost of the erosion prevention, base and tread
reconstruction is $850,000, including design and construction.
2. Structural Option
This tread reconstruction option would involve the construction of a staircase-like structure in place
of railroad ties installed on-grade. It is envisioned that this option would consist of approximately 10’
long staircase sections, with timber stair stringers supported timber headers anchored to the ground
by a foundation system (likely rock anchors, soil nails, or helical piers). Similar to the base
reconstruction option, it is likely that the contractor would access the site from the top, removing
existing ties and improving access from top down and building drainage features and the staircase
structures from the bottom up. Existing ties could be used as the stair treads. Timber stringers,
headers, and some replacement ties would have to be delivered to the site.
Due to the highly variable site conditions and difficult access, if this option is pursued, it is
recommended that it be bid as a design/build project. The appropriate design for this project will be
highly dependent upon the contractor's selected means and methods and the type of equipment they
choose to use to access the site to construct the staircase foundations. Also, due to expected
variability of the existing grading, presence of significant rock, and other constraints, the design of the
staircase sections will need to be adjusted and modified as construction progresses. An exceedingly
detailed site survey, geotechnical investigation, and design would be required to provide a fully
biddable and construct-able set of plans without significant changes during construction. And even
then, due to the inaccessibility of the site, the selected contractor is likely to want to change the
design to suit his/her preferred means and methods to manage risk on this highly challenging site. It
is estimated that the structural option would cost greater than $1.1M for both design and
construction.
Phasing of Construction
Due to the high capital cost of either tread reconstruction option, phasing the construction over multiple
years may be preferred. However, due to the access challenges described above, a significant portion of
the project cost is associated with mobilization and improving access for construction equipment.
Significant additional project cost should be expected if multiple mobilizations for project phases are
required. Also, based upon the expected access operations described above, it would be quite difficult to
access the site in multiple phases without damaging reconstructed portions of the Incline in later
construction phases. And finally, if the overall goal of this undertaking is to provide a public facility that
meets a minimum level of safety, all of the Condition 5-7 tread should be addressed prior to or upon
officially opening the Incline to the public. Addressing Conditions 2-4 could be done in later phases.
For the above stated reasons this plan proposes one single construction period for Conditions 5-7 during
Stage A.
Manitou Incline Site Development and Management Plan
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Base of Incline Trailhead Recommendations
See IV. Stages Implementation page IV-4 for Base of Incline Trailhead description.
Incline Corridor
Incline Access on utility service road
Trailhead Gathering and
Emergency Staging Area
Restrooms

Barr Trail Parking
Trail connecting Barr Trail to
Base of Incline
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Cog Railway Station
HydroElectric Plant

Designated Pedestrian
Zone - painted and signed
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Detailed Cost Estimate
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Stage A Revenue Allocation to Offset Estimated Costs Over 5 Year Period
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